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StarsBOX does not look like anything else out there. It’s an elevated off-ground wooden box, double 
bed-sized, featuring a peculiar roof that can be opened to look at the stars while lying inside.

We launched the first two StarsBOXes in the summer 2018. They were put up next to Rifugio 
Mongioie – an alpine refuge on the Ligurian Alps, in the Cuneo province – and now we are about 
to launch the second generation with an improved design and functionality, thanks to a new system 
developed by Studio Arredi of Narzole (Cuneo) that has optimised the assembling, handling and 
mobility of the wooden elements. These innovative upgrades make the new StarsBOX easier to 
assemble, with no need for glues or mortars, and can be put up and dismantled time and time again in 
a smooth and intuitive manner. Each single component can be replaced in case of ware-and-tear, to 
extend its shelf life and avoid unnecessary waste.
In fact, the total modularity and a responsible use of its components and materials were the main focus 
of its designers Fabio Revetria and Lara Sappa of studio Officina82 in Garessio (Cuneo): “StarsBOX 
was conceived thinking about the way the mountain environment is perceived and enjoyed nowadays. 
It was created reimagining the temporary shepherds’ huts built during their transhumance across the 
Ligurian Alps and dismantled after use without leaving any trace”.

The concept of reversibility and environment-friendly is paramount – simple, natural materials easy 
to assemble and dismantle once the hot season is over. StarsBOX is designed to be a temporary 
installation to be used for a limited time that would magically disappear afterward. No foundations, only 
4 stilts resting on the ground and about thirty click-in wooden components joint together with a few 
screws to ensure safety. The evocative strength of StarsBOX lies indeed in the simple, basic idea of 
sleeping under the stars thanks to a convertible roof at the touch of a hand and a comfortable 
matrass + duvet, for a full immersion in the natural surroundings, with no filters or unnecessary 
infrastructures.

“StarsBOX – the designers added – is a cross between a tent and a bivouac and can meet the needs of 
nature lovers looking for something more comfortable than a tent or more private than the dormitory of 
an alpine refuge. Tourist hospitality is evolving and must keep up with market demand, with an eye on 
the environment”.
StarsBOX is a subtle design work that can interact with the surroundings to set new, greener, 
sustainable approaches to nature.

StarsBOX is much more than just a designer’s work.

The StarsBOX project is ambitious, its aim is to launch “a new constellation” of sustainable tourism 
models backed by quality design – the StarsBOXers, i.e. the hospitality and accommodation managers 

A new constellation is born.

StarsBOX.
A ‘stars box’ in its own right that goes beyond the product to become a 
network for sustainable and responsible tourism
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who have joint the project and will be the first reference points of an alternative, and potentially 
endless, hospitality & accommodation network.

The hub of the “constellation” will be the website www.starsbox.it containing all the information and the 
experiences of people who have joint the initiative.
A ground-breaking, responsible and environment-friendly kind of tourism that radically changes the 
classic rules of networks, involving the experience of agritourism, farms and alpine refuges to offer a 
unique and unforgettable stay.

“LookUP is our motto for a brand new, 360-degree perspective on our surroundings.”

Who are the StarsBOXers? 

In 2019, there will be plenty of selected StarsBOX destinations to sleep under the stars, spread across 
Italy – from a holiday farm nested in the woods of the Ligurian Apennine to an olive grove in Liguria 
and a vineyard in Monferrato, then Tuscany, Sardinia and Croatia. StarsBOX will also team up with 
a bike tourism offer in the Ligurian Alps and, of course, Rifugio Mongioie, its original location, which 
next year will double the number of installed boxes as a clear sign of their great success.

The new website www.StarsBOX.it is active since March with the full list of StarsBOXers who will 
stud the StarsBOX Constellation.

The Design.
The StarsBOX design is simple yet deeply evocative, inspired by the temporary huts built by the 
shepherds of the Ligurian Alps to draw attention to a contemporary fruition of natural environments.
An iconic and minimalistic off-ground design that unaffectedly sneaks into the natural surroundings 
in total discretion. The StarsBOX designers of Officina82 have conceived it as a blend of their master 
skills: architectonic design, landscaping and set designing.

StarsBOX was awarded as Best Project 2018 by Archilovers (www.archilovers.com).
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Le immagini di StarsBOX possono essere scaricate dall’area stampa del sito : www.starsbox.it/areastampa

A StarsBOX new-version rendering 
will be available from May 2019
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Further information:
The StarsUP programme

With the StarsUP development programme, launched at the end of 2018, we offered a limited stock 
of 15 StarsBOXes and the opportunity to take part in the development and engineering project for the 
second generation of StarsBOX by buying it at a discounted price by the 31st December 2018.

When is the StarsBOX constellation going to be up and running?

The network will be active from May 2019, after the delivery of the first 15 StarsBOXes at the end of 
April.

Is StarsBOX still available to buy?

At present, we are working on the finishing touches on the StarsUP programme. The StarsBOX newly 
improved version can be booked from summer 2019. A waiting list is available, to register please go to 
www.starsbox.it

Follow StarsBOX as it unfolds on:

website: www.starsbox.it

facebook: www.facebook.com/StarsBOXofficial

instagram: www.instagram.com/starsbox_official/ | @starsbox_official | #StarsBOX

Studio Officina82
(concept and design)

Since 2007, the Officina82 studio in Garessio, in the Cuneo province, Ligurian Alps, specialises in 
architectonic design, landscaping and museum setting. The firm combines design with a contemporary 
reinterpretation of traditional construction models. An experimental experience that has led not only to 
the creation of StarsBOX but also Cabanon, a project selected and exhibited by Mario Cucinella for the 
Arcipelago Italia theme of the Italian Pavilion at the Venice Biennale di Architettura 2018.

via Aleramo 34,
12075 Garessio, Cn - Italy
www.officina82.com
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Studio Arredi
(engineering and production)

The company was established in Narzole, in the Cuneo province, at the end of last century and started 
off as a local carpentry. Over 4 generations of carpentry entrepreneurs, the Saglietti family has evolved 
the business and diversified its production, yet maintaining the same construction material – wood. 
Quality and client service have always been at the heart of an artisanal culture handed down throughout 
the years, transforming the company according to market needs.

viale Rimembranza, 30
2068 Narzole, Cn - Italy
www.studioarredi.it

StarsBOX images can be downloaded from the website:
www.starsbox.it/area-stampa
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